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In 1991, blockchain was 
invented for Timestamping.

https://wordproof.io/academy


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jh7ufPyRIZY


In five years from now, 
if you don’t timestamp your 
articles on the blockchain, 

you’re going to be 
considered a fraud.



WordProof Policy Framework

Unregulated 
Internet

GDPR

- Makes organizations 
more responsible for 
their user’s privacy 

- Gives citizens more 
rights regarding their 
personal data

Trusted Web

- If information impacts 
lives, citizens deserve 
transparency

- If information impacts 
lives, citizens deserve a 
sender to take 
accountability

- Through the holistic 
Timestamp Ecosystem

- Law of the jungle

A truthful internet 
makes a trustworthy society

http://thetrustedweb.org/








Consumers Demand transparency & accountability for information that impacts their lives
“I deserve the Trusted Web”

Site Owners Start timestamping today
“I Change the world with my website while enjoying massive benefits too!”

Search & 
Social

Reward Timestamps
“A higher quality result”

Governments

Importance per Stakeholder

Require transparency & accountability 
“A truthful internet makes a trustworthy society”

Advertisers Demand Brand Safety from the places where they advertise.
“I wish to advertise my brand near quality content. Finally I have control.”

http://thetrustedweb.org/


https://thetrustedweb.org/education/
https://thetrustedweb.org/research/


ISO ISO TC307 WG6
With Fiona and team

Schema.org Making timestamps part for Structured Data / Schema.org, the language that Search 
Engines and Social Media Platforms. See Issue 2756.

Open
Timestamps

SSI / Verified 
Credentials

Standardization leads to Adoption

For DLT Identity, outputting through Structured Data / Schema.org. 

Dublin Core

http://thetrustedweb.org/
https://github.com/schemaorg/schemaorg/issues/2756
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- Team: 8 fte. dev, bus dev, policy, communications
- >10 million pageviews / month serve timestamps

Winners of Europe’s Blockchains for Social Good contest: € 1 million. 

Founders of Yoast SEO (>11 million websites use their software for Search 
Engine Optimisation) are investors and actively involved. 

Let’s get in touch!
WordProof is the market leader in 
content timestamping, integrating 
with CMSes, webshops and we have 
an API. 

- A demo is available on our site: 
WordProof.com.

- Educational video on 
TheTrustedWeb.org.

Let’s build the Trusted Web, 
together!
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